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                Well I must say the after-sales at AEG is 1st class can not fault them at all had a problem with our van phoned them up and it got sorted straight away The whole team is 5-star would highly recommend. 


              


              
                Marvyn Casey
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                3rd year I’ve used AEG, Refreshing to find a specialist garage that genuinely look after you whether it’s a mot, repair, or purchase enquiry. Very pleasant from drop off to collection I would highly recommend them.


              


              
                Phil Terrana
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                I booked my Motorhome into AEG for a water leak and they couldn’t have been more helpful. Tara introduced their skilled craftsman to help diagnose where the leak was coming from. My Motorhome was fixed and returned to me within 24 hrs of booking it in. Fabulous service thank you very much.


              


              
                Michael Palmer
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                Highly recommended. The sales and after sales staff here are second to none. Nothing is too much trouble, even for real newbies like us. Car dealers could learn a thing or two from how AEG operates. I can't recommend AEG highly enough, in particular the vehicle handover was truly comprehensive.


              


              
                Simon Oakley
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                Thanks to Keith and his colleague who collected my motorhome today. A fair price agreed, great communications and a very smooth and hassle-free transaction. From Keith's first communication to him and his colleague collecting the vehicle was less than 48 hours, and the payment was immediate. Great job, highly recommended.


              


              
                TheAndyPerfect
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